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Overschooled But Undereducated How The
As Abigail Shrier shows in her post The Gender Cult Marches On,

it

s very bad. And it

s not just the gender stuff aimed at youngsters, it

s also the continual barrage of statist, pro-BLM, ...

How Bad Is the Indoctrination in Our Schools?
Today s kids who attend middle school experience a different reality than the one we grew up in. This dynamic always exists as social climates change as well as school policies regarding classroom ...
Op-Ed: The Kids are Alright
A wide performance gap between white students and black students has persisted in D.C. public schools for generations. Lawmakers can help close this gap today, and at the same time, erase any ...
Reverse the effects of education redlining, unleash student potential
(CNN)The pressures of the coronavirus pandemic are reconfiguring the politics of education, dividing Democrats and creating new openings for Republicans. Both sides of that equation will be on display ...
Why schools are taking center stage in the culture wars
OPINION: To my family, the ability to speak freely and without fear is worth dying for. My parents

only hope was to raise their children in a land that would not oppress them for daring to speak out, ...

My parents fled communism decades ago. But at my elite D.C. university, the ideology is alive and well.
Get local news delivered to your inbox! An employee helps Will Butler, 31, find the type of steak he wants at a Los Angeles grocery store on Jan. 21. At first, it was just a few things in the meat ...
Be the first to know
At one point, Urban Assembly Unison middle school in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn was considered a low-performing school with disruptive and violent ...
How one Brooklyn school is shutting down the school to prison pipeline
Joanne Jacobs, an education reporter and former San Jose Mercury News editorial writer and columnist, joins Paul E. Peterson to discuss the recent recall of three members of the San Francisco Unified ...
The Education Exchange: What Happened in San Francisco?
Eco-friendly Vacation Destination Takes Learning To The Next Level Alpha Submarine Adventures

Eco-Tours is taking vacationing to the next level of recreation and social responsibility. Boasting an ...

Eco-friendly Vacation Destination Takes Learning To The Next Level
A 17-year-old Texas boy has died after he was repeatedly stabbed during an after-school brawl, according to police. Marlon Robinson died Sunday, Feb. 20, Harris County Sheriff Ed Gonzalez announced, ...
They wanted his mother to cry, Texas mom says after son dies following student brawl
Nearly 16,000 federal student loan borrowers who were misled by for-profit colleges will have $415 million in debts erased, according to the U.S. Department of Education. These borrowers ‒ who ...
The Education Dept. says DeVry University misled students, but federal aid won't stop
Girl Uninterrupted is a study I had wanted to take on for almost a decade, for the simple reason that media portrayals of small-town India have, at some point, taken over from the reality ‒ to the ...
Storyboard18 ¦ Girl Uninterrupted: The danger in undervaluing and understudying teenage girls
Dressing up as a queen to introduce the letter Q and how it looks and sounds was a relatively easy choice for kindergarten teacher Alex Kellemen.
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It was the

V

that stumped me for a while, and ...

